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SERVICES DIRECTORY
Direct dial prefix: (303) 497-

NCAR Operator: (303) 497-1000
Consulting Office: (303) 497-1278

NEW USER INFORMATION
Computing Resource Applications

Project & User Number Assignment
Document & Manual Distribution

REMOTE USER INFORMATION
Data Communications (RJE)
US Telecom (UNINET)
RJE Password Assignment
Visitor Information

OPERATIONAL INFORMATION
Computer Operations
Machine Room
Graphics Operations

Tape Librarian - -inch and MSS
Software Distribution
Output Mailing

Cicely Ridley
John Adams
Rosemary Mitchell
Mary Buck

Bill Ragin
Marla Sparn
Rosemary Mitchell
Belinda Housewright

Bob Niffenegger
Oper. Supervisor
Andy Robertson

Sue Long
Mary Buck
Mary Buck

extension
1211
1213
1235
1201

1258
1301
1235
1310

1240
1200
1241
1242

1245
1201
1201

room #
119
118
4B
6

11C
100
4B

22A

7
29

31E

5
6
6

SCHEDULE OF MACHINE UNAVAILABILITY
All machines may be down from 07:00 until 08:30 daily for Systems Checkout.
In addition, some machines will be down for Preventive Maintenance as follows:

CRAY,C1 06:00-08:00 Monday & Wednesday
CRAY,CA 06:00-08:00 Tuesday & Thursday
TBM 06:00-07:00 Daily

The Record is published monthly by the Scientific Computing Division of the National
Center for Atmospheric Research. NCAR is operated by the University Corporation
for Atmospheric Research and is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
Reference to a company or product name does not imply approval or recommendation
of that company or product to the exclusion of others.

Robert Nicol, Editor
Ann Cowley, Head, Information Services

Ken Hansen, Trouble/Design Reports
JoAn Knudson, Computer Resources Allocated
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Cover Graphic

The graphic on the cover of this issue was produced by Tim Killeen, who is visiting HAO for
the summer from the Space Physics Research Laboratory of the University of Michigan. With
help from SCD's Paul Swarztrauber and Cicely Ridley, Tim used routines from the new
SPHEREPACK software package written by Paul and John Adams of SCD (see the article on
page 12) to depict vertical wind perturbations in the thermosphere.

The Thermospheric General Circulation Model (TGCM), developed at NCAR by Ray Roble
(HAO), Bob Dickinson (AAP), and Cicely Ridley, was used to simulate the response of the
upper atmosphere (-300 km altitude) to an impulsive insertion of energy and momentum at
high latitudes due to an auroral substorm. The frames are representations of the resulting
vertical motions at twenty-minute intervals. Large-scale gravity waves emanating from either
hemisphere are shown propagating to lower latitudes and interfering at the equator approxi-
mately two hours into the simulation. In these images, a fifteen meters-per-second upward
wind is equivalent to an increase of -10% in the radius of the surface shown.
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New Manager for User Services

SCD's User Services Section has a new Manager as of August 25. Dee Copelan, formerly of the
Sohio Petroleum Co., was selected for the position from a large field of applicants on the basis
of her excellent qualifications and extensive experience. She replaces Dick Sato, who resigned
as Manager of User Services to return to technical work with the Advanced Methods Section.

Dee managed user services for the Information Systems and Communications Division of Sohio
from its inception in April 1980 until May 1985, when Sohio closed down the division due to the
slump in the petroleum industry. Her previous experience also includes work for General Elec-
tric Information Services Co. and On-Line Systems, Inc. She has a B.A. in Mathematics from
Michigan State University and is currently working toward a Master's Degree in Business
Administration from the University of San Francisco.

Dee manages three groups in the User Services Section, comprising 19 Full-Time Employees
(FTEs): the Data Communications Group (6 FTEs); the Information Services Group (7 FTEs);
and the Multi-User Software Group (6 FTEs). We welcome Dee to NCAR and to SCD, and are
looking forward to working with her in enhancing our level of service to our users.

CRAY X-MP Update

NCAR's CRAY X-MP/48 supercomputer is scheduled for shipping on October 3, 1986. It
should arrive at the Mesa Laboratory by October 6.

In addition, Cray Research, Inc. (CRI) has announced the following items of good news:

- CRI has achieved a reduction in the X-MP clock speed from 9.5 nanoseconds to 8.5
nanoseconds- a full nanosecond less.

- The amount of electronic memory available in the Solid-state Storage Device (SSD) has
been increased from 128-million 64-bit words to 256-million 64-bit words. The SSD on
NCAR's X-MP will have double the electronic memory originally announced.

Uninet/Telenet Merger - New Access Procedures

by ar.la ,51arn

Uninet users must follow new access procedures to reach NCAR as a result of the corporate
merger of Uninet with another packet-switching network called Telenet. The new procedures
are scheduled to go into effect as of September 2, 1986.

All users will require a new access phone number. You can obtain one by calling the Telenet
customer service number:

1-800-336-0437.

If you are a WATS or non-NCR user, please contact Marla Sparn immediately at (303) 497-
1301 to obtain further information.
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If you are an NCR user, you must now use the following logon procedure:

1. Dial the appropriate phone number for your transmission speed: 300 and 1200 baud (bits
per second), or 2400 baud.

2. After you receive the "Connect" message from your modem, you will not see a prompt
from the network indicating that it is ready to accept characters. You must enter one of
the instructions shown below to complete the connection. NOTE: Full-duplex access was
the default mode for Uninet. If you typed the command "set2:0" when logging on to
Uninet, you were using half-duplex mode. Otherwise you were using full-duplex mode.

300 and 1200 Baud Access

For full-duplex access, type two carriage returns:

<RETURN><RETURN>

For half-duplex access, type carriage return, semi-colon, carriage return:

<RETURN>;<RETURN>

2400 Baud Access

For full-duplex access, type at-sign, carriage return:

@<RETURN>

For half-duplex access, type at-sign, semi-colon, carriage return:

@;<RETURN>

3. The system will respond with a network herald followed by your terminal port address and
will prompt you to identify your terminal model. Type:

D1

4. You are now in Telenet command mode, as indicated by the Telenet @ (at-sign) prompt.
In response to the prompt, type 30307 (the NCAR host code), carriage return:

30307<RETURN>

NOTE: The "set" command used on Uninet also allows you to change standard X.3
parameters on Telenet. However, please note that you can no longer alter your "break"
signal, since it is not a standard X.3 parameter and is not supported by the new system.

5. The logon procedure after this point is the same as Uninet.

The Record
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Service Numbers

If you have problems or questions, you can obtain help by calling the following numbers:

Telenet Customer Service: 1-800-336-0437
Uninet Customer Service: 1-800-821-5340
Marla Sparn, SCD Data Communications: (303) 497-1301

Marla Sparn is a telecommunications specialist in the Data Communications Group within the User Ser-

vices Section of SCD.

The Common Sense of Computer Security

by Gary Jensen

It is a sad commentary on our times that computer crime is thought of as being almost roman-
tic. The media choose to describe witless hackers as bright young people, somehow gone
wrong. The public feeling displayed by juries across the nation is to give them another chance,
and these computer thieves know it. No one will ever know how much money and grief com-
puter crime costs America each year, since most victims do everything they possibly can to
cover up this problem.

At the bottom end of the sophistication scale, the simplest way to inflict a monetary loss on an
organization is to steal its computer(s). The PC is the new-age typewriter, with high black
market value. However, the hardware loss is insignificant when compared to losing all of your
data on the hard disk.

These facts and others suggest that we must change our habits. If you looked around your
work area as a stranger would, what would you see?

Hackers and others who might do harm to your research have been known to dress up as repair
personnel in order to wander through an office. Visitors are sometimes tempted by logons and
passwords left on scraps of paper or taped to terminals. "Dumpster Dipping" and "Trashing"
are common terms for going through garbage looking for information. Often these scavengers
find a manual with a logon and password written on the cover, which is equivalent to a
Driver's License/Visa/Mastercard combination.

"Spoofing" is another way that thieves can gain information; this method involves posing as a
user or colleague, calling someone within the organization, and asking a lot of questions, many
of which are of a sensitive nature. Generally, people attempt to answer these questions.

Now, as you look around your office as a stranger would, what do you see? Do something
about any logons and passwords that may be visible. Even with friends it is unwise to share
logons and passwords. Treat these items as you do your toothbrush - don't loan them and
change them often.

Do not let strangers roam around without challenge. Instruct your staff and assistants not to
be so friendly when any conversation leads to access codes, dial-in phone numbers, and other
sensitive information. Be aware of what goes into your trash. Insure that your terminals and
PCs and other computer resources are safe by protecting your passwords and backing up your
locally-stored data. Protect your data, for it is the essence of your research.

Gary Jensen is the Manager of SCOD's ('omputer Operations and Maintenance Section.
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The 1986 SCD User Conference

by Julie Rew and Sally Bates

Editor's Note: This article appeared in the August 8 issue of NCAR's Staff Notes and is
reprinted here with the kind permission of the Staff Notes Editor.

The NCAR Scientific Computing Division (SCD) welcomed its users from the scientific com-
munity last week and considered the major theme of UCAR and NCAR roles in supercomput-
ing at its fifth annual user conference in Boulder. The main project for the 135 conference par-
ticipants was to comment on a draft report prepared by the UCAR/NCAR Ad Hoc Committee
on Strategic Planning of Computing Activities. The committee, made up of a group of experi-
enced atmospheric and ocean scientists from around the nation, considered the possible roles
that UCAR and NCAR could play in supercomputing over the next decade and recommended
six areas for future activity. Their report is intended to provide guidance to the UCAR Board
of Trustees, the president of UCAR, and the director of NCAR in identifying and pursuing
future directions.

UCAR president Clifford Murino cited the increase in interdisciplinary research. He pointed
out that computers will be increasingly crucial in linking scientific disciplines, especially among
the geosciences.

Gordon Bell, assistant director for the Computing and Information Sciences and Engineering
Directorate at the National Science Foundation (NSF), discussed the supercomputing initia-
tives being undertaken worldwide. In-spite of the fact that NSF has begun five new supercom-
puting centers, he said, only 5% of the research community has access to them so far. He
encouraged the NCAR users to explore the networking and work station aspects of computing.

NSF observer Clifford Jacobs reported that prospects in atmospheric research seem to be
improving, including computing. NSF has embarked on a new global geosciences initiative
because progress in individual disciplines can now be expanded to the larger environment. For
example, advances in understanding carbon dioxide may now involve knowledge from several
disciplines. This initiative, undertaken in cooperation with other large government agencies
such as the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, could last "for the rest of our careers - 20 years," Cliff said, if
resources (and possibly endorsement from the president or Congress) can be obtained. NSF has
also designed a preliminary plan outlining priorities in the atmospheric sciences, within an
international context. Priorities for the next five or six years will probably include the Global
Tropospheric Chemistry Program, nmesoscale research, the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere
(TOGA) program, coupled energetics and dynamics of atmospheric regions, and computational
science and engineering. NSF is also recommending enhanced support for NCAR facilities and
equipment, climate systems research, solar-terrestrial and solar physics research, cloud
physics-weather modification, and extended-range forecasting.

Jack Worlton of Los Alamos National Laboratory discussed supercomputers of the past,
present, and future. HIe sees the major role of supercomputers to be helping scientists faced
with increasingly complex research problems to maintain their productivity. Other speakers at
the conference had been active on the UCAR strategic planning committee and discussed the
major issues considered by the committee in making its six recommendations. Committee
chairman Peter Gilman said these issues were supercomputing capabilities, the interactive
computing environment, communications, data and information systems, management of total
computing resource, and innovation in methods of enhancement of computing resources.
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David Fulker of the UCAR Unidata Project reported that university cooperation (largely
volunteer) has been excellent in designing a national system of real-time data access, software
for graphical display, and local computational facilities for research in the atmospheric sci-
ences. Universities are already receiving broadcasts of current weather data arranged through
Unidata, and Unidata is now implementing the other aspects of the prototype system.

James Hack of the NCAR Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction (AAP) Division discussed the
problems of large-scale modeling and the need for supercomputers to improve model resolution
and accuracy. He advocated "getting our hands dirty" in working with computer manufactur-
ers to test commercial products and to ensure that the products developed best meet the needs
of the science.

AAP senior scientist Francis Bretherton pointed out that while models have become a powerful
tool for studying the natural environment ("you can't do experiments with the real atmo-
sphere"), they are only as good as the information they contain. The issue is managing the
data wisely. At NCAR, Francis reported, 60% of the "data" residing on the NCAR mass
storage system is model-generated. The data themselves often languish in archives or are inac-
cessible to many experimenters. "To nail down the question of ocean/climate interactions, for
example," Francis says, "it will be necessary to reanalyze at least 20 years of data. What's
needed is not archives but active information centers with staff who know what's important
and where the data are." Since it already has an internationally valuable collection of data
and a support service led by Roy Jenne (SCD), NCAR could serve as a node on a network of
interdisciplinary data holdings, he said.

Joseph Choy (SCD) summarized recent developments in networking and listed the facilities at
various institutions and the types of machines and communications protocols that were in use
or being planned. He discussed NSF's plan to establish NSFnet, which would interconnect
many existing networks and give computing access to scientists in all disciplines (thus its nick-
name of a "network of networks"). The UCAR committee felt that NSFnet is important to
scientific progress and recommended that if NSF calls for proposals for leadership of the net-
work, UCAR should respond.

During the conference, participants broke into workshops to comment on the committee report.
In general, the participants agreed with the recommendations of the UCAR committee, and
they endorsed the general directions of the computing division as outlined by the committee.
Although there was some disagreement over the details, the participants agreed that decisions
on these should be left until directors for both NCAR and SCD have been selected. A new SCD
director will play a critical role in managing the division's resources, for example, and in main-
taining the division's flexibility in allocating computer time. The participants also stressed the
need for NCAR to work closely with the universities since the needs of faculty members may
vary from those of NCAR scientists.

"It was a very productive meeting," acting SCD director Margaret Drake concluded. "We're
in the process of defining SCD's future goals and the conference indicates that we're definitely
in the right ballpark as far as our users are concerned. It's gratifying."

The committee is using the comments received at the conference to produce a final draft of the
report to be presented in August to the UCAR Board of Trustees.

Julie Rew and Sally Bates are the IWriiter and Writer/Editor, respectively, for NCAR's Staff Notes, pro-
duced by the Administration Di'vision's Publications Department.
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A Look at the SCD Computer Operators

by Susan Schem el

The role of the computer operators has changed many times during the past 25 years. How-
ever, our primary'goal remains the same: to provide you with the highest-quality assistance in
meeting your computing needs. We hope to make your work easier and facilitate your comput-
ing at NCAR as much as possible. Our highly-trained staff is dedicated to keeping every
machine in the NCAR computing facility running smoothly to allow you to perform your work
with a minimum of problems and delays.

Our computing environment includes a wide variety of machines from different vendors: in
addition to the CRAY and IBM mainframes, the operators monitor the Xerox laser printers, a
Pyramid super mini-computer, the Gandalf PACX port selection device, and many other pieces
of equipment. Each operator has the training and experience required to operate every piece of
equipment on our floor, including the film and fiche equipment in the Film Room. We have
excellent training programs that rely on plenty of hands-on experience.

The Operations Schedule

NCAR's computing facility is staffed 24 hours per day, 365 days per year. Like many commer-
cial and industrial companies, the SCD Operations staff are divided into three shifts of eight
hours each. This enables us to provide you with continuous service while maintaining high
efficiency and throughput on the various computers.

The operators are part of SCD's Operations and Maintenance Section. Gary Jensen is the
Manager of the Section, and Bob Niffenegger is the Manager of the Operations Group within
the Section. In addition, the staff of each shift is managed by a shift supervisor. The opera-
tors' major job duties include: monitoring job flow in the CRAY systems; keeping input and
output flowing through the IBM 4381 front-end system; detecting hardware problems as
promptly as possible and arranging repairs; and keeping you informed about the status of the
various systems. The operators also monitor job flow over the NCAR Local Area Network,
process film during off-duty hours, and mount IA-inch tapes and IBM 3480 cartridges as needed.

The staff of the first shift (from left): Stan McLaughlin, Dave Strayer (Supervisor), Marlene Furmanek,
Bo Connell, George Fuentes, Dick Linden-moyer (Supervisor). Not shown: Cynthia Martin, Donna Barday.
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The first Operations shift runs from 08:00 to 16:00. First shift staff responsibilities include
reactivating the computers after Preventive Maintenance, system testing, and checkouts. Dur-
ing this period, the bulk of our users are running short checkout and debug jobs. The operators
also act as consultants, answering many questions both in person and by telephone.

The second shift runs from 16:00 to 24:00. The primary function of this shift is running larger
production jobs. There is more RSCS (Remote Spooling Communications Subsystem, used for
remote job entry) and Uninet/Telenet activity during this shift than the others, due to less
expensive rates in the evening. Second shift members are called on to process jobs requiring
large amounts of tape data, which involves mounting numerous /2-inch tapes.

Second shift staff (from left): Sherry Phillips - replaced by Albert DeSarro,

Susan Schemel (Supervisor), Glenn Brown, Nancy Waldron, Rita Hemsher.

Third shift staff (from left): Larry Scott (Supervisor),

Dave Rowland, Melissa Breedlove, Sue McLaughlin.

The third shift runs from 24:00 to 08:00 and is responsible for backups of the data stored on
disk. This task, which is performed each night, involves dumping almost all of the data from
the various magnetic disks on each system to magnetic tape. Such backups provide insurance
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against data loss in the event of system malfunction or failure. The third shift staff also runs
large production jobs and is responsible for processing film. At 06:00, various systems must be
idled down for preventive maintenance and systems testing. The operators clean equipment
and make sure the room is ready for another day of supercomputing.

Drop in for a Visit

Due to the recent advances in networking, communications, and remote computing capability,
we no longer have as many visitors to the Mesa Laboratory, and the personal touch is more
difficult to extend. If you are visiting the Mesa Lab, please stop by the Input/Output area and
say hello. We'd like to match a face with your name, and we'll be glad to answer any ques-
tions you may have about the NCAR computing facility.

Susan Schemel supervises the second shift of operators.

The National Science Foundation Bulletin Board

by Gary Jensen

Over 1,000 reports on personnel, manpower, and the funding of research and development pro-
jects are now electronically available from NSF. These reports were previously only available
on paper, but you can now access them by dialing-up the NSF-BBS (Bulletin Board System)
and downloading the most current information into your own computer. Most of the surveys
are from the Division of Science Resources, which was mandated by Congress to track human
and other resources devoted to various projects.

The BBS runs on an ITT Xtra-PC with a 20-megabyte hard disk. Currently there is only one
telephone line. The BBS is, however, on the air 24 hours per day.

The BBS telephone number is (202) 634-1764, and it is suggested that you communicate at 1200
baud, no parity, and 8 data bits. When you log on, you will be prompted for your name,
address, and a password of your choice.

When I tried this system, I found that it runs easy-to-use, public-domain BBS software package
called RBBS. Files are available in ASCII and Lotus 1-2-3 formats. You can also download a
public-domain program called Scroller to help in searching the BBS's 15 databases.

Vanessa Richardson is the System Operator (SYSOP). Please let her know how you like the
system via electronic mail.

Gary Jensen is the Manager of SCD's Computer Operations and Maintenance Section.

Mary Trembour, Mass Storage Librarian, To Retire

Mary Trembour, SCD's Mass Storage Librarian, is retiring at the end of August. Mary's suc-
cessor is Sue Long, SCD's 4-incllh and MSS Tape Librarian, who will now be in charge of all
tape library functions. You can contact Sue with requests, questions, and problems at (303)
497-124-5. Sue's backup for tape questions is Mary Buck; contact her at (303) 497-1201. Our
thanlks to Mary Trembour for hier years of dedicated service, and our best wishes for the
itutll, fron tle sta H' of" SC).
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MSS Software Now Available on the CRAY Computers

by Herb Poppe

Software for use of the Mass Storage System (MSS) previously available only on the IBM 4381
front-end computer has been adapted for use on the CRAY computers. This software is fully
documented in the Consulting Office document entitled "Mass Storage System File Mainte-
nance from the CRAY", available from Mary Buck, SCD Documentation Distribution Coordi-
nator. Contact Mary at (303) 497-1201, or by sending electronic mail TO MARYB on the IBM
4381 front-end computer. The following commands are now available for use:

* MSCHANG changes the name, read/write passwords, comment and/or retention period
of a specified MSS file.

* MSDELET deletes a specified MSS file. If all of the files in a directory are deleted, and
there are no sub-directories, then the directory is automatically deleted.

* MSINFO displays selected MSS information about files, directories, media and/or virtual
media.

* MSUPDAT protects files from the weekly purge by updating the the date and time last
referenced to the current date and time. This postpones the date the file will be purged,
since the purge date is the date last referenced plus the retention period.

Herb Poppe is a programmer in the Multi-User Software Group within the User Services Section of SCD.

SPHEREPACK Announced

by Paul Swarztrauber

John Adams and Paul Swarztrauber of SCD's Advanced Methods Section have developed a
package consisting of seventeen FORTRAN programs for computing spherical harmonic ana-
lyses and syntheses. The package contains 6000 lines of code, including 2000 lines of documen-
tation. The programs for the harmonic analysis and synthesis are vectorized for use on the
CRAY-1 computers.

Harmonic analysis is used for problem-solving in spherical coordinates in the same way that
Fourier analysis is used in Cartesian coordinates. It significantly facilitates interpolation and
smoothing on the sphere. In addition, harmonic analysis is used to eliminate a number of com-
putational difficulties that are unique to the sphere, including the accuracy and stability prob-
lems that can be created by the spherical coordinate system when solving partial differential
equations. Harmonic analysis also provides an accurate way of computing differential expres-
sions either at or near the poles.

Given a tabulation gij at colatitude Oi and longitude f on the sphere, the analysis consists of
determining coefficients a n  and b such that

L-1 n

gij = Z P,(Oi)(aOncosmk.+bnsinm< C)
n=O m=O0

where the Pn (8) are the normalized associated Legendre functions.
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Options

1. The grid in the latitudinal direction can be either Gaussian or equally-spaced. The number
of grid points in either latitude or longitude can be any value.

2. The analysis or synthesis can be performed either on the entire sphere or the northern
hemisphere only. On the hemisphere one can specify gij as either symmetric or antisym-
metric about the equator.

- m
3. The associated Legendre functions Pn (0) can either be stored or recomputed with a

corresponding tradeoff between storage and computational speed.
- m

4. Multiple analysis or synthesis can be specified. Pn 7(0) are not recomputed for multiple
transforms, which results in about a 30% reduction in computing time for the second and
subsequent analyses or synthesis.

5. The spectral truncation is effectively under user control.

Performance

1. An analysis on a 10 grid takes less than one-half second on the CRAY-1A machine, includ-
ing the computation of Pn (). If Pn (i) are stored, the computation time is reduced by
about 30%. All computation times are halved on the hemisphere.

2. About 13 milliseconds are required for an analysis on a 50 grid, and a synthesis is approxi-
mately 20% faster than an analysis.

3. On a 10 grid, an analysis followed by a synthesis will reconstruct a consistent g.. with an
-- 13 .4,

error of 2X10 . This degree of accuracy is in large part due to the use of a quite stable
recurrence relation for the computation of the Pn (0).

Method

1. Gauss integration is used to compute the analysis in the programs that use a Gaussian
grid in the la titude.

2. The analysis for programs that use an equally-spaced latitude is described in "On the
spectral approximation of discrete scalar and vector functions on the sphere", by Paul N.
Swarztrauber, SIAM J. Numer. Anal., vol. 16, December 1979.

3. Multiple vectorized FFTs are performed in the longitudinal direction.

Accessing SPHEREPACK on the CRAY Computers

SPHEREPACK now resides on the NCAR binary library $NCARLB and on source library
LOCLIB. Since the CRAY loader searches $NCARLB, no special instructions are required to
access the binary version. If you wish to access the source code for SPHIEREPACK, use
GETSRC to direct the SPIIEREPACI( FORTiRAN file to CRAY local dataset TMP by includ-
ing the following JCL statemnent in your job:

GETSRC (LIB=LOCLIB,FILE=SPJHEREPACIK,L=TMP)
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If you wish to access documentation only, use GETDOC by including the following JCL state-
ment:

GETDOC (LIB=LOCLIB,DOC=--SPHEREPACK)

External Software Requests

If you wish to run this software on machines outside of NCAR, please contact Paul
Swarztrauber for details.

Program List

Where applicable, the programs are named with the following conventions:

1. The first two characters are SH for Spherical Harmonic.

2. The third character is either A or S for Analysis or Synthesis.

3. The fourth character is either G or E for Gaussian or Equally-spaced latitudinal grid.

4. The fifth character is either C or S, depending on whether the associated Legendre func-
tions are Computed or Stored.

1. SHAEC
The analysis is computed on an equally-spaced grid using computed functions.

2. SHAECI
This program is used to initialize an array that can be used repeatedly by SHAEC.

3. SHSEC
The synthesis is computed on an equally-spaced grid using computed functions.

4. SHSECI
This program is used to initialize an array that can be used repeatedly by SHSEC.

5. SHAES The analysis is computed on an equally-spaced grid using stored functions.

6. SHAESI
This program is used to initialize an array that can be used repeatedly by SHAES.

7. SHSES
The synthesis is computed on an equally-spaced grid using stored functions.

8. SHSESI
This program is used to initialize an array that can be used repeatedly by SHSES.

9. SHAGC The analysis is computed on a Gaussian grid using computed functions.

10. SHSGC
The synthesis is computed on a Gaussian grid using computed functions.

11. SHIGC
This program is used to initialize an array that can be used repeatedly by either SHAGC
or SHSGC.
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12. SHAGS
The analysis is computed on a Gaussian grid using stored functions.

13. SHSGS
The synthesis is computed on a Gaussian grid using stored functions.

14. SHIGS
This program is used to initialize an array that can be used repeatedly by either SHAGS
or SHSGS.

15. DNLFK
This program computes the Fourier coefficients in the trigonometric expansion of the asso-
ciated Legendre functions.

16. DNLFT
This program computes the associated Legendre functions using the coefficients computed
by DNLFK.

17. GAQD
This program computes the Gaussian latitudes and weights that are used in the Gaussian
integration.

Paul Swarztrauber is the Manager of SCD's Advanced Methods Section.

PSTRANS: A New Utility for Extracting PSTORE Files on the MSS

by Michael Pernice

PSTRANS is a new utility to help you transfer and save individual files from your PSTORE
dataset on the Mass Storage System (MSS). PSTRANS was developed by making some minor
modifications to MOV2MS (see the announcement article in the April 1986 issue of The
Record). MOV2MS will remain until September 2, 1986, when the TBM is scheduled to be shut
down. PSTRANS is quite similar to MOV2MS in use and behavior, with only slight differences.
These differences will be highlighted in this article in italics.

PSTRANS reads a named file from your PSTORE file dataset on the MSS and can be used to
DISPOSE it to your home directory on the MSS as a separate individual file with the same file
name. You can specify a new name for the file on the MSS, if you wish. You also have the
option of inserting an additional directory name to distinguish the files transferred from your
PSTORE dataset from the files you may already have in your root directory on the MSS.

Using PSTRANS

The input data you submit to PSTRANS consists of several lines of information concerning the
PSTORE files you wish to transfer (see the example below). The first input line contains the
number of files to be transferred; please note that there is a limit of 50 files for a single submis-
sion. The second line contains the user name under which the PSTORE volume was created.
Each following line contains the name of one PSTORE file to be transferred. If you wish to
specify a new filename for the file on the MSS, add it on the same line.

If you wish to obtain a list of all the files in a PSTORE volume, specify 0 (zero) as the number of
files to be transferred, and include the appropriate user name on the next line. A list of all files in
that PSTORE volume is then written to the $OUT file, sorted by date and time of creation.
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When transferring files, you must specify the complete PSTORE file name, except for the ini-

tial directory name that identifies the PSTORE volume. You must also include the file type (if
present). However, unlike MOV2MS, specification of version numbers is optional. If you specify
the version number, PSTRANS will process the file exactly as MOV2MS would. If you do not

specify the file version number, then PSTRANS will move both versions of the file specified in

your input file, if two versions exist. This change was made because PDIR will not be imple-
mented on the MSS, and so the information concerning the file version numbers that were
automatically generated when you used PCOPY is not so readily available.

Destination Filenames

PSTRANS constructs the destination filename in the same way as MOV2MS, unless it transfers
more than one version of a file (see below). If an asterisk (*) is inserted as the first character
of the PSTORE file name to be transferred, PSTRANS inserts the directory name "PSTORE"
at the first directory level in the name of the file on the MSS. If you provide an MSS filename
on the same input line, you must separate it with at least one blank from the PSTORE
filename.

If you provide a destination filename and no version number for a file with more than one version,
PSTRANS appends a '.Vl' and '.V2' to the destination name you provide. The MSS filename
that you specify must conform to the file naming conventions on the MSS. (See the Consulting
Office Document entitled "The Mass Storage System", by Ann Cowley, for more information on
the MSS.) PSTRANS prints messages in $OUT to tell you which PSTORE files have been
transferred and what the corresponding file name is on the MSS. At termination, PSTRANS
prints a list of any file names from the input dataset that it was unable to move. You should
always check these messages to ensure that PSTRANS is performing as you expect. This is par-
ticularly important when you provide a destination filename and do not provide a version number,
since PSTRANS changes the destination filename in such cases.

Just as with MOV2MS, PSTRANS writes files to the MSS with the maximum retention period
of 367 days. PSTRANS cannot be used to write to a private volume, nor can it be used to
assign read or write passwords. You may use MSCHANGE to assign passwords to files that
have been transferred with PSTRANS, or to change the name of a file to which PSTRANS has
appended a version number.

Example

The following example illustrates the use of PSTRANS. The letters uuuu and pppppppp refer
to the user number and project number, respectively. Note that, unlike MOV2MS, you do not
need to make PSTRANS local to your job, since it resides in the System Directory.

JOB,JN=jobname,US=uuuupppppppp,*MS.
PSTRANS.
\EOF
4
JONES3
*NOTES.01
*MATH/FFT/RFFT.FOR.05 MATH/RFFT
MATH/SPECIAL/GAMMA.FO OR.06
MODELS/MICROCLIM.PRG.08 MODELS/MICROCLIM/CODEO8
\EOF
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Note: The generic resource declaration *MS is required, since PSTRANS ACQUIREs the
user's PSTORE file dataset from the MSS and DISPOSEs the PSTORE files named by the user
to the MSS.

With the input shown above, PSTRANS will ACQUIRE the PSTORE file volume for user
JONES3 from the MSS, and read the following four files:

/TB/JONES3/NOTES.01
/TB/JONES3/RFFT.FOR.05
/TB/JONES3/MATH/SPECIAL/GAMMA.FOR.06
/TB/JONES3/MODELS/MICROCLIM.PRG .08

In general, PSTRANS will move files to the root directory corresponding to the user name asso-
ciated with the user number specified in the JOB statement, unless you specify a different root
directory for the MSS filename in the second column of input. If the user number uuuu
specified in the JOB statement is that of JONES3, then these files will be written to the follow-
ing files on the MSS:

/JONES3/PSTORE/NOTES.01
/JONES3/PSTORE/MATH/RFFT
/JONES3/MATH/SPECIAL/GAMMA.FOR.06
/JONES3/MODELS/MICROCLIM/CODE08

If, in the above example, JONES3 had not specified the version numbers, up to two versions of
the named files would be moved to JONES3's root directory on the MSS. For example, if there
is more than one version of /TB/JONES3/MATH/FFT/RFFT.FOR, then files
/JONES3/PSTORE/MATH/RFFT.V1 and /JONES3/PSTORE/MATH/RFFT.V2 are created
on the MSS.

Documentation

Documentation describing the use of PSTRANS is available from the Consulting Office. It is
also available on-line on the CONSULT1 A-disk in the file PSTRANS DOC. Please direct any
questions, problems, comments and suggestions to Michael Pernice at (303) 497-1238.

Michael Pernice is a programmer in the Multi-User Software Group within the User Services Section of
SCD.

Mass Storage System News

Purges will begin on the new Mass Storage System (MSS) on September 29, 1986. The policy
for purging volumes from the MSS will differ significantly from the purge policy that was used
for the TBM. It is extremely important that you understand this policy, since there is NO
WAY TO RECOVER PURGED DATASETS! Please see the article entitled "Purge Pol-
icy for the New Mass Storage System", by Barbara Horner-Miller, in the August issue of The
Record (Vol. 7.8) for details.
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TBM Shut Down

As announced in "The Daily Bulletin", the TBM is no longer available as of September 2. All

TBM datasets have been moved to the Mass Storage System, using the following naming con-
ventions:

* Public volumes:

/MSS/TBM/filename

* Dedicated volumes:

/MSS/TL nnn/filename

where TNnnnn refers to the Volume Serial Number of the dedicated reel on the TBM.

The following example shows how you can ACQUIRE a dataset that has been transferred from

a public volume on the TBM to the MSS:

ACQUIRE,DN=local filename,MF=MS,TEXT='FLNM=/MSS/TBM/filename'.

For information on accessing PSTORE files that have been transferred to the MSS, see the

preceding article on PSTRANS.

SCD Users Group Meeting Cancelled

Due to the conflict with the SCD Users Conference (see article above), the July meeting of the
SCD Users Group was cancelled. The next meeting will be held on August 25 at 13:30 in the
Damon Room at the Mesa Laboratory.

Summary of Daily Bulletin Items

CRAY-1 Computers

July 28, 1986
CRAY-1 COMPUTERS: The operating system, products, and libraries were upgraded today
from Version 1.14 Bugfix Level 4 to Bugfix Level 5 on both CRAY-1 machines. No external
specification changes are included; therefore no JCL or program changes are required. The
corresponding upgrade to the CFT compiler has been delayed due to problems with the
software.

August 8, 1986
CRAY COMPUTER USERS: The Mass Storage System commands of MSCHANG, MSDELET,
MSINFO, and MSUPDAT will be available for use starting Monday, August 18. Herb Poppe
will give a training session on the new commands on Friday, August 15, from 13:30 to 15:00 in
the Main Seminar Room of the Mesa Lab.
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August 14, 1986
CRAY,CA USERS: Starting today, August 14, the systems group will be testing software on
the CRAY,CA from 08:00 to 09:00 on Tuesdays and Thursdays. This is necessary to ensure
that the COS 1.15 release software is ready when the CRAY X-MP is installed.

IBM 4881 Front-end Computer

July 17, 1986
IBM FRONT-END COMPUTER: Starting Monday, July 21, Print Class C (all output over
4500 lines) will be sent to the new laser printers. Information on using the new printers will be
available shortly; check this bulletin for the announcement.

August 4, 1986
IBM 4381 USERS: The 3370 disks will be "turned off" on Sunday, August 17. All user data will
be moved off the 3370 disks before then. If you need to recover a data file that was made
before July 13, contact Dee O'Neil at (303) 497-1266 or Phylecia Brandly at (303) 497-1271.

August 8, 1986
IBM 4381 USERS: All printouts from the IBM 4381 (IO) and all jobs that are submitted for
printing from the CRAY computers will be sent to the new Xerox 4050 printers, starting Mon-
day, August 11.

Mass Storage System

July 30, 1986
MSS: All non-dedicated TBM volumes have been moved to the new Mass Storage System
(MSS), and all users of dedicated TBM volumes have been informed as to whether their
volumes have been moved at this time. The new pathnames for the non-dedicated volumes on
the MSS have the form '/MSS/TBM/vsn' where 'vsn' corresponds to the old volume name on
the TBM. No read or write passwords have been assigned for the MSS files. Although user
PSTORE and PLIB volumes have been moved from the TBM to the MSS, there is no software
available to access individual files from those volumes. You must move your individual
PSTORE and PLIB files to the MSS within the next week. Please call the Consulting Office at
(303) 497-1278 if you need advice on this matter. A cutoff date prohibiting TBM reads will be
established in the near future due to the problems of mounting both MSS cartridges and TBM
reels; check this bulletin for the announcement. MSS users will notice much faster job tur-
naround because MSS cartridge are assigned higher priority than TBM reel mounts.

TBM

July 24, 1986
TBM: Checksum errors are occurring frequently during ACQUIRE attempts from both
CRAY-1 computers. Please ACQUIRE your datasets from the new Mass Storage System
(MSS) whenever possible. If you have not moved your datasets to the MSS, note that check-
sum errors may occur during TBM ACQUIREs. If so, please try your ACQUIRE at a later
time. Address questions and problems to the Consulting Office at (303) 497-1278.
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August 8, 1986
TBM: will not be available in read or write mode after Tuesday, September 2, at 00:00.

Software

July 18, 1986
GRAPHICS UPDATE: The SRFACE modification announced in the June issue of The Record
has been delayed until the end of August due to schedule conflicts. If you are interested in the
modified source code, please contact Dick Valent at (303) 497-1302.

July 24, 1986
CRAY SOFTWARE LIBRARIES USERS: Increasing numbers of checksum errors are interfer-
ing with library acquisitions from the TBM. To avoid this problem, please use new versions of
GETDOC and GETSRC that use the new Mass Storage System. To do so, the *MS generic
resource declaration must appear on your JOB card, and the following JCL statements must be
inserted before invoking GETDOC and GETSRC:

RELEASE,DN=$PROC.
ACCESS,DN=$NPRC,ID=MSSLG.

However, you must access DOCLIB using the default version of GETDOC. Please report any
problems to Michael Pernice at (303) 497-1238.

July 28, 1986
MOV2MS USERS: A modified version of MOV2MS will be installed on Wednesday, July 30 on
the CRAY-1 computers. The new version detects empty PSTORE files and now returns the
correct destination file pathname. Please direct any questions or problems to Michael Pernice
at (303) 497-1238.

Miscellaneous

July 24, 1986
MRS, CSD, AND FOF VAX USERS: To correctly route your files from your local VAX to the
CRAY-1 computers via the AAP VAX (NCAR Local Area Network Node AP), you must
include MF=AP and TEXT='NODE=xx' (where xx is defined below) on your ACQUIRE and
DISPOSE statements. Failure to specify either of these parameters will result in incorrectly
routed files and lost data. The nodes (xx) are as follows:

Department Node System Manager Extension

AAP AP Liz Coolbaugh 1327
MRS MR Pat Waukau 8906
CSD CS Carl Mohr 8968
FOF RD Jon Corbet 8793

Please direct any questions to the appropriate System Manager.
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August 11, 1986
SECURITY LOCKS IN I/O AREA: are in use starting today, August 11. You must have a
magnetic access card to pick up your output. This is the same white plastic card with blue
lettering that is issued to all NCAR employees for entry to the NCAR Library and to
locked entrances after hours. If you do not have an access card, contact your Division office to
obtain one.

WARNING: Do not keep your access card near other magnetically-encoded cards such as
credit cards. The access card may damage or erase the magnetic data

August 14, 1986
UNINET USERS: New access procedures for reaching NCAR will be implemented on August
25, 1986 due to the merger of Uninet with another packet- switching network called Telenet.

ALL USERS MUST ACQUIRE A NEW PHONE NUMBER FOR ACCESS. In addition, NCR
users must follow a new logon procedure. If you are a WATS user or a non- NCR user, please
contact Marla Sparn at (303) 497-1301 as soon as possible to obtain further information.

If you are an NCR user, please log on to the IBM 4381 front-end machine and type:

LINKTO MARLA<RETURN>

Respond to the request for a read password by typing:

READ<RETURN>

Be sure to note the file mode (a capital letter) in the read message. To obtain a new phone
number, browse the file 'TELENET PHONES [file mode]', search for your state abbreviation,
and find the closest city (within local calling distance).

The new logon procedure for NCR users is in the file 'TELENET NCRACCES [file mode]'. You
can copy it to your own disk and print it, or download the file to your local system or PC and
print it there.

If you have problems or questions, contact Marla Sparn or call the Uninet service number: 1-
800-821-5340, or the Telenet service number: 1-800-336- 0437.
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Computer Resources allocated in July 1986

GAU
SCIENTIST PROJECT TITLE

Request Alloc.

Steven A. Orszag Numerical simulation of stratified 10.0 10.0
Princeton University fluid turbulence

Roger A. Pielke Mesoscale atmospheric studies 10.0 10.0
Moti Segal
Colorado State University

John E. Walsh CFM snow cover sensitivity 10.0 10.0
University of Illinois tests

D. N. Sikdar Causes of droughts 10.0 5.0
University of Wisconsin over NE Brazil - a model

at Milwaukee perspective

* Alexis B. Long Winter orographic cloud 31.0 31.0
Desert Research Institute studies
University of Nevada

* This request was reviewed by the Scientific Computing Division
Advisory Panel on April 3-4, 1986.

Note: A request may be supported at a lower level than requested because:

a. It exceeds the five-hour limit above which Panel review is required; or

b. Reviewers consider the amount of time requested to be excessive.
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Summary of NCAR Computer Use for July 1986

CRAY,CA COMPUTER

July FISCAL YTD
Total Day Avg. Total Day Avg.

Clock Hours in the Month 744.00 24.000 7296.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 20.42 0.659 139.75 0.460
less Hardware Downtime 5.82 0.188 67.30 0.221
less Software Downtime 0.30 0.010 13.96 0.046
less Environmental Downtime 18.93 0.611 1069.32 3.517
less Operations Use 1.07 0.035 4.89 0.016
less Other Causes 0.45 0.015 5.47 0.018

Clock Hours Up 697.01 22.484 5995.31 19.721
less Systems Checkout 1.20 0.039 27.27 0.090

Clock Hours Avail. to Users 695.81 22.445 5968.04 19.632
less Idle Time 0.51 0.016 17.94 0.059

Clock Hours in Use 695.30 22.429 5950.10 19.573
% Available Hours Used 99.93 % 99.70 %

CRAY,C1 COMPUTER

July FISCAL YTD
Total Day Avg. Total Day Avg.

Clock Hours in the Month 744.00 24.000 7296.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 16.60 0.535 150.59 0.495
less Hardware Downtime 5.10 0.165 110.15 0.362
less Software Downtime 0.67 0.022 11.75 0.039
less Environmental Downtime 8.48 0.274 1055.63 3.472
less Operations Use 0.78 0.025 5.03 0.017
less Other Causes 0.00 0.000 8.17 0.027

Clock Hours Up 712.37 22.980 5954.68 19.588
less Systems Checkout 1.25 0.040 9.89 0.033

Clock Hours Avail. to Users 711.12 22.939 5944.79 19.555
less Idle Time 4.19 0.135 21.35 0.070

Clock Hours in Use 706.93 22.804 5923.44 19.485
% Available Hours Used 99.41 % 99.64 %
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